
INFINITY DENTAL
CREATING ENDLESS SMILES

DENTISTRYAT EASE
by Chelsea Pyne

Qurveys estimate that 99.7 percent of Americans would like to
U have bigger, brighter smiles-and for good reason. It turns out
that a sparkling smile boosts overall happiness and wellbeing.
Keeping each patients oral hygiene at its best while developing
greater confidence is fundamental to Dr. Gary S. Bhatti and his
team at Infinity Dental. A healthier smile leads to more confidence,
which promotes greater success in academics and professional
life, as well as stronger social relationships. So, it makes sense
why almost 100 percent of Americans desire better smiles. You do
not just look and feel yourbest. you are your best.

As many know, perfecting your smile can come with a heavy
price tag. That is where Infinity Dental has succeeded in meeting
everyone's needs. Dr. Bhatti puts compassionate dentistry at the
forefront of his practice. At the age of 14, young Gary developed
an intense toothache. After what he calls "The worst pain I have
ever been in to this day" the eighth grader made a life-changing
promise to himself. Despite his pain and the exaggerated price
of the tooth implant he needed, little Gary S. Bhatti set forth to
become a doctor himself.

The now grown Dr. Bhatti explained, "My parents came from
India where you only went to the dentist to have a tooth plled
if you could not stand the pain any longer. I was 14 when I had
my traumatic tooth pain-something I vowed I would never go
through again. I started high school knowing what I wanted to
do. AndI was very determined to make that dream come true."
Dr. Bhatis bad experience spurred on a studious high school
career. He proceeded to UCLA and then to dental school at the
University of Southern California. After graduating, he joined the
military where he received advanced dental training. "Honestly.
I just got lucky. I received a special program that took my skills
above and beyond. The military trains you to be a perfectionist.
Everything was "better, better, better." However, it was Dr. Wear
who really defined dentistry for me."

Dr. Damon Wear, who spent 40 years shaping his dental career
into a well-loved practice, sadly passed away in January. Dr. Bhatti
and Dr. Wear worked closely together over the past year before
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